
Saving Grandview’s Character & Its Affordable Suites & Green Heritage Homes  
 
COMMERCIAL DRIVE IS ABOUT DIVERSITY 
 Some people in the market for a $750,000 home may take the view that two new half duplexes being 
built on Napier Street near Commercial Drive are far preferable to the old rooming house that was just torn 
down at that site. This attitude discounts the value of the diversity so prized in this neighbourhood, including 
the presence of the tenants who lived there because it provided affordable housing. These people probably 
did not have cars and did not need parking spaces. This works well because Grandview is a circa 1910 
Edwardian village that developed around a few streetcar stops in the days before the automobile. The result 
is a community with almost everything within walking distance of peoples’ homes including public transit. 
There is less need for cars and more opportunity to accommodate a variety of people in affordable housing. 
 What else makes Grandview so special and different from the rest of the Lower Mainland? Consider 
the people in the census tract that forms the heart of Commercial Drive, the area between 1st Avenue and 
Venables Street, between Clark Drive and Nanaimo Street. The 2006 census showed this area to be almost 
70% rented dwellings, compared to 35% of the dwellings in Greater Vancouver. The people living here tend 
to be younger, with almost twice as many in their late 20s (13%, compared to 7% in Greater Vancouver), 
living in one person households (47%, compared to 28% in Greater Vancouver) and almost 5 times as many 
of them are employed in the visual and performing arts, communications and the humanities (10%, compared 
to 2% in Greater Vancouver). 
 These young, artistic people, many of them single and renters, help to create the uniqueness and the 
appeal of Commercial Drive. Where will the people go who used to live on Napier and worked in 
Commercial Drive’s restaurants and coffee shops while they pursued their artistic ambitions? These people 
could afford $500 a month to rent a room, but certainly not  $750,000 for a new half-duplex.  
 As a former tenant recently posted on Facebook, Miss Anderson's house on Napier ".... had a folk-
singer in one room, a playwright in another, and a Vancouver Sun editor in another. And me there, a so-so 
poet… The editor was… a Brit with coke-bottle glasses and a hilarious wit. The playwright… wrote 
plays/musicals about Jack Miner and other BC subjects for the horse-drawn Caravan Theatre, and 
rehearsed his fiddle-work…. Often performers on the folk-song circuit would stay in the house, and there 
were some nice impromptu jams in the backyard and kitchen.” 
 Last summer a special meeting of the Grandview Woodland Local Area Council on the planning 
process in Grandview was attended by hundreds of local residents. The speaker that got the most enthusiastic 
response stated, “... We already have that social mix… everybody in the city aspires to elsewhere. We 
already have a sustainable community with a good balance of cultures and heritage... This is the model—
don't come here to fix it, export it to other places!” 
 It may seem that desire to leave most of Grandview alone was partly addressed by the city in 2013 
when the proposed new community plan for Grandview left unchanged the RT-5 area of Edwardian homes 
east of Commercial Drive. Yet in this "unchanged" area the current zoning is designed to “encourage… a 
family emphasis” and only permit new homes to be half-duplexes. This is a major change because houses 
with multiple affordable units are being torn down and replaced with expensive half duplexes for sale. This 
is certainly a radical change for the renters who lived there, and a big inevitable change to the character and 
demographics of the neighbourhood. 
 What to do? Our RT-5 duplex zoning could be updated to better encourage the retention of our 100-
year old historic homes, as has been done in Kitsilano with RT-8 zoning. These heritage homes that comprise 
the majority of the homes of Grandview are greener, they are more affordable, they are more resilient and 
they maintain the cherished character of the neighbourhood better. 
 Another problem that needs addressing is the increasing unaffordability of houses for the majority of 
people in Grandview. And for young people starting out in a rental suite, it is often necessary for them to 
move every few years as their circumstances change. On average, 60% of Vancouverites move every 5 years. 



 In my own experience living in Grandview's RT-5 area I have gone through major life changes 
without having to move—because my 1910 heritage home had been converted into a Multiple Conversion 
Dwelling in the 1950s. It had a variety of units with sundecks on 4 floors because of small extensions at the 
rear of the house. The other floors that I didn't occupy served as mortgage helpers as needed as I went 
through the following significant stages in my life.  
 

Stage 1 - with my wife and I move into level 2  
Stage 2 - after a divorce I move upstairs to level 3 
Stage 3 - my new wife and I occupy level 2 and 3 
Stage 4 - our daughter moves into level 4 and we 
occupy level 2 
Stage 5 - our daughter & cousin move into level 3 
Stage 6 - my wife & I occupy level 1 & level 2 
Stage 7 - my wife & I move into level 2, my aged 
mother-in-law moves into level 1, the easy access suite 
Stage 8 - as we get very old, ideally one of our 
grandchildren or one of the tenants may assist us, and 
may eventually take over ownership of the house when 
the last of us, living on level 1, passes away. 

 
 Note all the c1910 Grandview heritage homes in the picture above have living on 4 floors because of 
inhabitable attics and basements. Why not? Note also many low income people and seniors can’t afford cars. 
 Multiple Conversion Dwellings give a homeowner more flexibility, often provide a variety of more 
affordable rental units, and they give a neighbourhood more resiliency. This resiliency allows more people to 
stay longer in their homes, and it gives the neighbourhood more value through the greater historic depth and 
experience of its long-term residents. This resiliency also better serves the neighbourhood through economic 
upturns and downturns. In the 1930s most of the grand single-family Edwardian homes of the West End and 
around False Creek and into Shaughnessy were converted into suites in order to stay viable. At the same time 
10,000s of single-family houses in the rest of the city, unable to draw on support from rental suites, were 
taken over by the city for non-payment of their property taxes.  
 The city could also change the zoning laws to encourage more multiple conversions by allowing the 
addition of 10, 15 or 20 feet to the back of a house, and small attic and basement suites. Even with these 
additions, the building’s footprint would be no more than is allowed with the current RT-5 zoning. Another 
good idea is allowing more flexibility through the addition of small lock-off suites that can be joined together 
or separated depending on the needs of the homeowner. More mortgage helper suites will also allow a larger 
variety of people to stay in this neighbourhood known for its diversity. Such a home can be bought by two 
couples, with each couple owning two floors and having the option of living on one floor and renting out the 
other. Note that allowing strata titled units should not be allowed in this neighbourhood since they tend to 
escalate prices and encourage only expensive single units for sale. 
 In recent years the city seems to be addressing the unaffordability issue by radically changing zoning 
over much of Vancouver to allow all the RS-1 single-family areas to have secondary suites and lane houses. 
Meanwhile, the RT-5 zone of Grandview was left untouched as its affordable rentals were being torn down.  
 The current laws for creating Multiple Conversion Dwellings are very restrictive and should allow for 
more suites and floor area and more flexibility, designed with the proven success of Grandview’s older 
multi-unit homes in mind. These well-built homes, which have never had problems with moisture, should 
never be required to install rain screening and other onerous and unaffordable building code requirements 
designed with new construction in mind. There should be more effort to provide Alternative Compliance 
Methods for Heritage Buildings in the building code.  
 It is a complicated business but it needs firm direction from the top to make it all work. 
 
— Bruce Macdonald             6 November 2014 


